
Abstract. Background: Distal femur and proximal tibia
replacements as limb-salvage procedures with good outcome
parameters for patients with tumours have been broadly
described. However, the overall midterm outcome in a mixed,
heterogeneous patient collective is still unclear. Patients and
Methods: We retrospectively analysed 59 consecutive patients
(33 for primary and 26 for revision surgery) between 1998
and 2017. Indication for implantation was tumour (n=16),
periprosthetic fracture (n=14), traumatic fracture (n=14),
infection (n=10), aseptic loosening (n=3), and pathological
fracture (n=2). The mean follow-up duration was 3 years.
Clinical functions were evaluated by Toronto Extremity
Salvage Score and Knee Society Score. Knee extension and
flexion force were measured. Results: The overall survival
rate of arthroplasties was 59% (n=35). Major complications
were observed in 36 (61%) patients. During the follow-up
period, 14 (24%) patients died. We recorded periprosthetic
joint infection in 21 (36%) patients, recurrence of tumour in
two (3%), and aseptic implant failure in three (5%). The
mean Toronto Extremity Salvage Score was 66±33, and the
mean Knee Society Score was 49±30. The mean extension
force on the operated side was significantly reduced at 60˚
and 180˚ compared to the healthy side (p=0.0151 and
p=0.0411, respectively). Conclusion: Distal femur and

proximal tibia replacements showed limited clinical function
in a heterogeneous patient collective. Indication for
implantation should be considered carefully.

The overall numbers of mega-arthroplasties are increasing.
Although clinical function and patient reported outcomes
after primary total knee arthroplasty are well described,
existing data on revision arthroplasty, such as replacement
of the distal femur and proximal tibia, are rare. Indications
for revision surgery/patient-specific mega-arthroplasty at the
knee are: (i) Primary implantation such as arthroplasty in
cases of large bony defects after tumour resection or primary
complex fracture; and (ii) revision surgery after failed total
knee arthroplasty in cases of aseptic and septic loosening,
periprosthetic fracture, pseudarthrosis, or recurrent prosthetic
instability (1-4). The incidence of periprosthetic fractures
with large bone defects range between 0.3% and 5.5% after
primary total knee arthroplasty and are seen in up to 30%
cases after revision arthroplasty, with mortality rates as high
as 46% (1, 5). 

At our clinic, we primarily use the Modular Universal
Tumour and Revision System (MUTARS®) (Implantcast
GmbH, Buxtehude, Germany) for large bony defects at the
distal femur and proximal tibia, which is a well-established
system (6). The stem is made of titanium alloy (TiAl6V4) in
the cementless implant and of CoCrMo alloy in the cemented
version (1). Although good leg-length alignment and good
clinical function can be achieved, implantation is associated
with high reoperation rates of 25-50% (1, 3, 5-7). The
opportunity to return to daily living after distal femur/proximal
tibial replacement is impaired by the risk of associated major
complications and revision rates as high as 59% (5, 6, 8). The
most observed complication is a high infection rate (~34%)
when compared with primary prosthetic joint replacements
(5). This is likely due to longer surgery time, larger soft-tissue
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damage, complex biomechanical reconstruction, and larger
prosthetic surface area. The total post-operative complication
rates range from 25% to 92%. Functional outcome after mega-
arthroplasty such as replacement of the distal femur, proximal
tibia, or total femur (TFR) is limited (5). 

Although published data exist for patients after tumour
resection and implantation of a distal femur or proximal tibia
replacement, data on a heterogeneous patients collective are
still missing (1, 2, 9). After tumour resection at the knee and
implantation of the replacement, a Musculoskeletal Tumor
Society score (MSTS) of 66% and a Toronto Extremity
Salvage score (TESS) of 80 points can be expected (7, 9-13).
These few existing studies have primarily focused on young
oncological cohorts (9). However, indications for implantation
of distal femur or proximal tibia replacement in cases of
revision surgery are on the rise. Therefore, in our study, we
calculated the overall survival rate, named complications, and
revision strategies to evaluate the post-operative clinical
function in patients after megaarthroplasty at the knee. We used
validated scores such as TESS and Knee Society Score (KSS)
(14). Regarding replacement of distal femur and proximal tibia,
because the extensor apparatus and gastrocnemii muscles have
to be dissected, we expected a loss of knee extension and
flexion force. Thus far, to our knowledge, no data are available
on the post-operative force for knee extension. Therefore, we
aimed to determine the force reduction.

Patients and Methods

We retrospectively analysed all patients in our Trauma Department
between 1998 and 2017 who underwent a MUTARS replacement of
the distal femur or proximal tibia (Implantcast GmbH, Buxtehude,
Germany). This system allows modular semi-custom-made distal
femur or proximal tibia reconstruction, with adjustable femoral shaft
modules and a rotating hinged total knee replacement.
Intramedullary stem fixation can be achieved either with or without
cement augmentation.

The indications for distal femur-and proximal tibia replacement
were tumour in 16, periprosthetic fracture in 14, infection in 10,
traumatic fracture in 14, aseptic loosening in three, and pathological
fracture in two. The indications for primary implantation were present
in 33 (56%) patients and those for implantation in cases of revision
surgery were present in 26 (44%) patients. Major complications were
defined as death, revision surgery including amputation, and tumour
recurrence. Pre-operative workup included blood cell count and C-
reactive protein level; in the case of periprosthetic joint infection (PJI),
joint aspiration was performed for microbiological analysis and cell
count. In the case of positive microbiological results, a two-step
revision procedure was performed. At the first stage, a cement spacer
was implanted and aggressive debridement was performed; at the
second stage, after a 6- to 12-week interval on systemic antibiotics,
the reimplantation was performed. Post-operative antibiotics were
given until at least the end of the 12-week interval. 

Informed consent was obtained from all included participants.
The study was approved by the local Ethics Committee (Nr.7957_
BO_S_2018). 

Demographics. We included 59 patients [19 (32%) male and 40
(68%) female], with a mean±SD age of 65±20 years. Implantation
of distal femur replacement was performed in 45 patients, proximal
tibia replacement was performed in six patients, and both distal
femur and proximal tibia replacement was performed in eight
patients. The mean body mass index was 27±6 kg/m2. Diabetes in
13 and coronary heart disease in 17 were the main comorbidities.
Furthermore, only 16 patients were enrolled for the questionnaire
survey, and only nine patients were available for knee force
measurements.

Scores and function. During outpatient visits, questionnaires were
given to the patients and we determined the TESS, MSTS, KSS, and
Western Ontario MacMaster questionnaire (WOMAC) scores (14).
For TESS (range=0-120), high values indicate a good outcome for
evaluation of self-assessed clinical function; for MSTS (range=0-
30), high values indicate a good outcome, calculated on the basis of
a physical examination by the physician; for KSS (range=0-100),
high values indicate a good outcome; and for WOMAC (range=0-
100), high values indicate a poor outcome. 

We performed isokinetic measurements of peak torque for knee
extension and flexion using Biodex II Dynamometer (Biodex
Medical Systems, Inc., Shirley, NY, USA). The measurement was
conducted with three angle speeds at 60˚/s (five repetitions), 180˚/s
(five repetitions), and 240˚/s (25 repetitions) on both legs in the
open kinetic chain. The knee range of motion was limited between
0 and 90˚. Patients were placed in a comfortable and upright seated
position and were secured using tight pelvic straps to minimise
extraneous body movements. After each set of measurements,
patients were allowed to rest for 1 min.

Statistical analysis. As the trial was of an exploratory nature, no
sample size calculation was performed. Data were summarised
using Microsoft Excel® (Microsoft Corporation, Redmond, WA,
USA) software, and statistical analysis was performed with IBM
SPSS Statistics® Version 25 (IBM Deutschland GmbH, Ehningen,
Germany). Data were tested for normal distribution with the
Kolmogorov–Smirnov test. For comparative statistics, the
parametric t-test and Mann–Whitney U-test were used for normally
and non-normally distributed variables, respectively. Data are
expressed as the mean±standard deviation. The standard
significance criterion of α=0.05 was employed.

Results

We included 59 patients [19 (32%) male and 40 (68%)
female], with a mean age of 65±20 years at the time of
surgery. The mean BMI was 27±6 kg/m2, and the mean
follow-up was 36±57 (range=1-218) months. Distal femur
replacement was performed in 45 (76%) patients, proximal
tibia replacement in six (10%), and both distal and proximal
tibia were replaced in eight (14%). In all, 28 (47%) patients
were operated on the left side and 31 (53%) on the right side.
The indications for distal femur and proximal tibia
replacement were tumour in 16, periprosthetic fracture in 14,
infection in 10, traumatic fracture in 14, aseptic loosening in
three, and pathological fracture in two (Figure 1). The
indications for primary implantation were present in 33
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(56%) patients and those for implantation due to revision
surgery were present in 26 (44%) patients. All operations
were performed by a trained, senior orthopaedic surgeon.
The mean operative time was 219±89 min. In the case of
primary surgery, the operative time was 204±90 min and in
revision surgery, it was 230±86 min (p>0.05).

Survival rate. The overall rate of arthroplasty survival was
59% (35 patients). During the follow-up period, 14 (24%)
patients died (51±54 months). No major complications were
observed in 23 (39%) patients, and major complications were
observed in 36 (61%) patients. Among those with major
complications, 12 (21%) were successfully treated by
revision surgery. Major complications were PJI in 21 (36%)

patients, recurrence of tumour in two (3%), and aseptic
implant failure in three (5%). Out of the 21 PJI cases, only
six (30%) infections were classified as post-operative
persistence/recurrence of infection and the remaining 15
(71%) were classified as new post-operative infections.
Furthermore, 10 out of 21 patients with PJI needed to
undergo secondary amputation owing to persistent infection,
and seven patients were successfully treated by revision
surgery with extensive debridement, explantation, spacer
implantation, and reimplantation. Of the remaining four
patients, three were treated for chronic infection with
antibiotic therapy and died within the follow-up period due
to unknown reasons, and one patient died due to septic organ
failure. Of the further three patients with implant failure, all
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Figure 1. Radiological images for distal femur and proximal tibia implantation. A: A 72-year-old man after treatment for osteomyelitis by distal
femur resection and intermediate spacer interposition. B: An 88-year-old woman with periprosthetic fracture treated by distal femur replacement.
C: A 70-year-old man with chondrosarcoma of the proximal tibia after resection and proximal tibia replacement. D: A 61-year-old man after fracture
fixation, infection, debridement, and implantation of proximal tibia replacement.



were successfully treated by revision surgery (two changes
of mobile components and one fracture fixation of extensor
apparatus). 

Clinical outcome. We were only able to include 16 patients
for functional scores because of the retrospective nature of
the study. The mean values were 66±33 for TESS, 14±7 for
MSTS, 49±30 for KSS, and 36±26 for WOMAC. In primary
compared to revision surgery, patients showed significantly
better functional scores with TESS of 80±28 versus 44±26
(p=0.03) and KSS of 64±24 versus 23±17 (p=0.004),
respectively (Table I). However, in primary operation, the
mean flexion was 84˚±27˚, and was not significantly
different compared to that after revision surgery (81˚±20˚)
(p=0.343). The overall mean flexion was 83˚±24˚. Owing to
the heterogeneous patient cohort, pre-operative force
measurement was not possible in subjects with fracture and
periprosthetic fractures. Therefore, the extension and flexion
force, measured in nine patients who were willing or able to
participate, was compared with that on the non-operated side.
The measured mean extension force at 60˚ was 20.26±12.51
Nm on the operated side and 77.46±58.1 Nm on the non-
operated side (p=0.0151). The mean extension force at 180˚
was 23.28±11.16 Nm on the operated side and 56.51±40.81
Nm on the non-operated side (p=0.0411). The mean
extension force at 240˚ was not statistically different. The
mean flexion force at 60˚, 180˚, and 240˚ showed no
significant differences (Table II, Figure 2). No significant
differences in the muscle diameter were observed (p>0.05).

Discussion

In our study, we retrospectively analysed patients who
underwent replacement of the distal femur or proximal tibia.
Compared to earlier studies, besides patients with tumour,
we included patients after periprosthetic fractures, infection,
traumatic fracture, aseptic loosening, and pathological
fracture (9). As this is an outstanding difference, the data
provided are unique and have to be interpreted on this basis.
The two major findings of this study were as follows: Firstly,

at the 3-year follow-up after implantation, 59% patients were
successfully treated by distal femur/proximal tibia
replacement. Secondly, a significant reduction of 59-75% in
the extension force was recorded compared to the non-
operated side, with an overall limited clinical outcome as
measured by clinical function scores.

Our complication rate of 61% is comparable to the rate of
59% reported in the literature (5, 6, 8). These data are also
comparable to our own study cohort with patients after total
femur replacements and complication rates up to 50% (5).
Interestingly, although we did expect an even worse revision
rate than in other studies, owing to an older and more
complex patient cohort, we did not find this to be the case.
However, comparing our data to those described by Tunn et
al. (9) in a cohort of patients after tumour resection, with a
complication rate of 28% and an explantation rate of 24%,
we observed the aforementioned expected worse function
most likely due to the higher degree of patients with a
complex patients history. Differences in distal femur
replacement and proximal tibia replacement were not
observed by Tunn et al.

Based on functional outcome, a reduction in MSTS and
TESS scores of approximately 50% was expected at a mean
follow-up of 6.5 years (9). Compared to these data of Tunn
et al., our data showed overall worse MSTS score (46% vs.
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Table I. Functional outcome scores with percentage of total score in parentheses. 

                                      Post-operative (n=16)                            Primary surgery (n=10                          Revision surgery (n=6)                       p-Value

TESS                       66.56±32.66 (55.47±27.22%)                80.10±28.28 (66.75±23.56%)               44.00±26.42 (36.67±22.02%)                   0.03
MSTS                       13.88±7.51 (46.25±25.02%)                  16.10±7.16 (63.67±23.87%)                 10.17±6.54 (33.89±21.81%)                    0.14
KSS                                       49.06±29.70                                            64.50±24.44                                           23.33±17.24                                 0.0041
WOMAC                36.31±26.40 (37.83±27.51%)                28.90±22.21 (30.10±23.13%)               48.67±28.16 (50.69±29.34%)                   0.17

KSS: Knee Society score; MSTS: Musculoskeletal Tumor Society score; TESS: Toronto Extremity Salvage Score; WOMAC: Western Ontario
MacMaster questionnaire. Data are the mean±SD. Statistically significant p-values are shown in bold.

Table II. Force measurement for knee extension and knee flexion (n=9).

                                                       Force (Nm)

                                       Operated side      Non-operated side      p-Value

Extension at 60˚/s           20.26±12.51           77.46±58.10            0.0151
Extension at 180˚/s         23.28±11.16            56.51±40.81            0.0411
Extension at 240˚/s         27.78±17.17           49.34±36.60            0.1508
Flexion at 60˚/s               32.47±26.31           52.63±42.20            0.2683
Flexion at 180˚/s             24.33±21.76           43.63±35.19            0.2056
Flexion at 240˚/s             23.51±20.67           48.94±39.32            0.1249

Statistically significant p-values are shown in bold. 



77%) and TESS (66% vs. 82%). However, a subgroup
analysis of primary surgery cases showed that the TESS
score is very much comparable to the expected data from the
literature (80% vs. 82%) and worse in cases of revision
surgery (44% vs. 82%). Therefore, we believe that the
overall worse results in patients’ self-reported outcome
scores can be explained by the heterogeneous cohort. Our
results indicate that although good results can be expected in
younger patients undergoing surgery for primary tumour,
worse results should be expected in the case of revision
surgery in the elderly.

Furthermore, the analysis of the muscle force for
extension and flexion showed differences between the non-
operated and operated sides, with a reduction in extension
force. Although we would have expected a significant
reduction of both extension and flexion forces, we believe
that the non-significant reduction in flexion force is a
reflection of the small number of patients from whom force
measurements were obtained. Nevertheless, a trend towards
reduced flexion force was observed.

An alternative therapeutic option in the case of stable
periprosthetic fractures (Type I and II, per Rorabeck) would
be plate fixation such as that studied by Lotzien et al. (15,
16). They reported a mortality rate of 26.7% after
periprosthetic distal femur fractures in their study of 45

patients with a mean age of 74 years (15). The mortality rate
of 23% found in our study was consistent with this. Mortality
was associated with higher values in the Charlson
Comorbidity Index, again showing the impact of this injury
in old and morbid patients (15). Furthermore, functional
outcome was analysed by Lotzien et al. and measured by the
American Short Musculoskeletal Function Assessment
Questionnaire, with scores ranging from 0 to 100, with high
values indicating poor function (15). A post-operative score
of 41.5 points was observed. Although these data are difficult
to compare with our study owing to the different scoring
system, an overall moderate outcome can be seen in
functional score per Lotzien et al.’s study (15). This might
lead to the theoretical consequence of favouring primary
arthroplasty in the case of periprosthetic fractures, especially
in the elderly, with the advantage of direct mobilisation with
full weightbearing. However, comparison of both methods by
Hoellwarth et al. showed no differences in a retrospective
follow-up in patients >55 years with regard to mortality and
complication rates (17). This seems to be confirmed in further
retrospective evaluation studies of both procedures in the
literature (18-20). To further evaluate these two therapeutic
options, the prospectively, randomised trial – Geriatric Distal
Femur Fixation Versus Replacement (DIFFIR) – is ongoing
(ClinicalTrials.gov Identifier: NCT04076735).
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Figure 2. Measured extension and flexion force using the Biodex II Dynamometer.



Limitations. Although a post-hoc power analysis for
extension force at 60˚ showed good power of 75%, that for
flexion force at 60˚ revealed only poor power (26%). A post-
hoc sample size calculation showed the need for 140 patients
in total. Therefore, we believe that our data on force
measurement provide a hint regarding reduced post-operative
power. However, more data should be collected to validate
expectations on post-operative function. 

Conclusion

Implantation of a distal femur/proximal tibia replacement is
a limb-salvage procedure with an even poorer outcome in a
heterogeneous patient cohort than in patients after primary
tumour resection. Subjective patient scores showed moderate
outcome and a tremendous reduction of extension and
flexion power compared to the non-operated side. In the case
of primary surgery, better functional results can be expected
than in cases of revision surgery.
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